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 Engaging problem solving

Real world problem-based learning

Higher depth of knowledge problems

 Better implementation

 Improve our ability to ask questions

Practice preparing to implement a lesson

 Figure out how to deal with uncomfortable 

situations
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∙ Coherence
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and Fluency

Layers                 Cost

1                          $1.75

2                          $2.65

3                          $3.55

4                          $4.45

.                            .

.                            .

20                        $18.85

.                            .

.                            .

100                      $90.85

.                            .

.                            .

N                          $1.75 + (N-1)*$0.90



1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.

3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning 

of others.



Defendant Defense

Attorney

Jury Prosecutor

Self Friend Undecided Doubter

Inspired by Connecting Mathematical Ideas by Jo Boaler and Cathy Humphreys
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1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.

3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning 

of others.

4. Model with mathematics.

5. Use appropriate tools strategically.

6. Attend to precision.

7. Look for and make use of structure.

8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.

bun + produce + meat + cheese + meat + cheese = $2.65

bun + produce + meat + cheese  = $1.75

meat + cheese = $0.90



• Students needed guidance to figure out a layer’s cost

• Not every class is ready to go straight to 100x100

• Common wrong answers included:
• $175.00 ($1.75 x 100 cheeseburgers)

• $132.50 ($2.65 x 50 Double-Doubles)

• Students had equations that had more than X patties

• Students were surprised to see three different 

equations:

• Starting with a Double-Double

• Starting with a cheeseburger

• Starting with produce and bun only



STUDENT 

WORK











There are 125 

sheep and 5 dogs 

in a flock.  How old 

is the shepherd?





• 75% of them gave me numerical responses

• 2 students calculated the answer to be 130 (125 + 5)

• 2 students calculated the answer to be 120 (125 – 5)

• 12 students calculated the answer to be 25 (125 ÷ 5)

• 0 students calculated the answer to be 625 (125 x 5)

• 4 students stated that they guessed their answer (90, 

5, 42, and 50)

• 4 students tried to divide 125 by 5 but could not 

correctly implement the procedure



• Making sense of mathematics

• Intellectual autonomy

• Intellectual autonomy is about being able to 

think for yourself and not being dependent 

on others for the direction and control of 

one's thinking.



What Does the NHTSA Say?

According to a NHTSA study, 3 out of 4 

kids are not as secure in the car as they 

should be because their car seats are 

not being used correctly.



• “because they have their child in the right seat”

• “because their car seats are not being used correctly”





WHAT IS THE 

PURPOSE OF 

A K-12 

EDUCATION?

• College readiness

– ACT National Curriculum 
Survey

– Surveyed 9,937 educators
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Source: http://www.act.org/research/policymakers/pdf/NCS-PolicySummary2012.pdf



WHAT IS THE 

PURPOSE OF 

A K-12 

EDUCATION?

• College readiness

• Career readiness

– Association of American 
Colleges and Universities 
survey

– Surveyed over 300 
employers with at least 25 
employees  and many new 
hires



Critical thinking and 
analytical reasoning skills

Analyzing and solving 
complex problems

Communicating 
effectively orally
and in writing

Applying knowledge and 
skills to real-world setting

Working w/ numbers and 
understanding statistics 55%

78%

80%

81%

82%

10%

6%

8%

6%

7%

35%

16%

12%

13%

11%

More Less Same

Source: http://www.aacu.org/leap/documents/2013_EmployerSurvey.pdf











• Slate: “A sinkhole, 65 feet 

across and 100 feet deep”















• “I didn’t say his answer was wrong since he is supposed to 

know more than an average 8th grader.”

• “Even though Brian was wrong, no one corrected him, 

because of fear of being wrong and lack of confidence in 

ourselves.”

• “I didn’t say anything when we were shown the ‘right’ answer 

because I thought that it must be right because he’s the 

author, but I knew in my mind he was actually wrong.”

• “I think that I should be the one who argues for my opinion, 

not just listening to others and accepting that my answer is 

wrong all the time.”











“Kraft Foods saw an 

immediate 18% increase 

in baseline sales of 

Shreddies within the first 

month alone, and for 

months thereafter.”

Source: http://www.visualtargeting.com/diamondshreddies.html



Conceptual
Understanding

Application

Procedural Skill 
and Fluency

𝜋𝑟2

ℎ



• Some students felt anxious about not having 

enough information to take a guess.

• However, guessing helped students determine 

what they knew and needed to know.

• Students modeled the problem differently:

• Cylinder

• Semi-sphere

• Truncated cone

• Students didn’t know what units to use.



STUDENT 

WORK



• Option #1 – Don’t assess the problem

• Option #2 – Use general purpose rubric

• Option #3 – Use a problem-specific rubric



• One point for student reaching the correct 

conclusion.

• One point for student providing sufficient 

reasoning to support this conclusion.









Requirement Possible 

Points

Points 

Earned

Student finds the correct answer based on 

the dimensions used.

3

Student uses the correct units (i.e., cubic 

feet/meters for volume and feet/meters 

for length)

1

Student correctly uses half the diameter 

for the radius and explains why.

2

Student creates a narrative using sentences

to explain his or her reasoning.

2



Correct answer ___ / 3 Explains 
𝑑

2
= 𝑟 ___ / 2

Correct units ___ / 1 Narrative w/ sentences ___ / 2



Correct answer ___ / 3 Explains 
𝑑

2
= 𝑟 ___ / 2

Correct units ___ / 1 Narrative w/ sentences ___ / 2



Correct answer ___ / 3 Explains 
𝑑

2
= 𝑟 ___ / 2

Correct units ___ / 1 Narrative w/ sentences ___ / 2



Complicated 

or Complex?









http://www.teachingwithsimplicity.com/math-anchor-charts





How much is one third of a cup of butter? 



• It is not modeling in the sense of, 
“I do; now you do.”

• It is not modeling in the sense of 
using manipulatives to represent 
mathematical concepts.

• It is not modeling in the sense of 
a “model” being just a graph, 
equation, or function.

• It is not just starting with a real 
world situation and solving a 
math problem.

• It is not beginning with the 
mathematics and then moving 
to the real world.

WHAT ISN’T 

MATHEMATICAL 

MODELING?

Source: http://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/ma/cf/documents/aug2013apxdmathmodel.pdf



• How long do problem based 
lessons take?

• How often do teachers do 
problem-based learning?

• Do teachers use problem-based 
lessons to introduce a topic or 
after you’ve already taught it?

• How do I write an objective for 
a problem-based lesson?

• How is problem-based learning 
assessed?

• How much time does it take to 
create a problem-based lesson?

PROBLEM-

BASED 

LEARNING 

FAQ

Content Objective Example:
SWBAT apply the mathematics they know to 
solve problems arising in everyday life, 
society, and the workplace. (MP4)

Language Objective Example:
SWBAT understand and use stated 
assumptions, definitions, and previously 
established results in constructing 
arguments. (MP3)



• Receive the latest 

news, blog posts, and 

lessons by email.

• To get them:

•Scan this QR code or

•Go to 

tinyurl.com/RKupdates



• when students have 
procedural skill but not 
conceptual understanding or 
the ability to apply 
mathematics?

• when students can work with 
numbers but cannot:

– critically think

– applying knowledge and 
skills to real-world 
settings

– analyze and solve 
complex problems

WHAT 

DOES IT 

LOOK 

LIKE…



How far apart are the exits on this 

freeway: Jct 90 and Jefferson Blvd?





1
1

2
-1
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The Four C’s

O Communication

O Curiosity













The Four C’s

O Communication

O Curiosity

O Critical Thinking



Problem Solving Framework
 Inspired by Geoff 

Krall’s resources at 

emergentmath.com



The Four C’s

O Communication

O Curiosity

O Critical Thinking

O Content Knowledge
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• The activity begins with teachers in groups of three 

taking the roles of teacher, student, or observer.

• The individuals playing the role of teacher and student 

each receive a slip of paper describing their scenario.

• The individual playing the role of observer waits to 

record all of the teacher’s questions to the student.

• Once the activity begins, the teacher will talk to the 

student in the context of the scenario they read about 

on the slips of paper.



What did you get for the 
area of the circle with a 

radius of 2 units?

Great.  Do you have 
any questions?

No

4 pi



What did you get for the 
area of the circle with a 

radius of 2 units?

Great.  How did you 
get your answer?

The radius is 2 so I plugged it 
into 2 pi r and got 4 pi.

4 pi



Source: Steve Leinwand
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Source: http://www.corestandards.org/other-resources/key-shifts-in-mathematics/



What is the perimeter 

of a rectangle that 

measures 8 units by 4 

units?





Procedural Skill and Fluency

Conceptual Understanding







List the dimensions of 

a rectangle with a 

perimeter of 24 units.





Procedural Skill and Fluency

Conceptual Understanding





WHY?





Procedural Skill and Fluency

Conceptual Understanding









Procedural Skill and Fluency

Conceptual Understanding





Source: http://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/tg/sr/documents/cstrtqmath3.pdf





Procedural Skill and Fluency

Conceptual Understanding









Procedural Skill and Fluency

Conceptual Understanding







Of all the rectangles 

with a perimeter of 

24 units, which one 

has the most area?





Procedural Skill and Fluency

Conceptual Understanding





Defining the Problem

Students appear to demonstrate 

“deep, authentic command of 

mathematical concepts” when 

given commonly used problems.

However with more challenging 

problems, the same students seem 

to no longer demonstrate that 

command.



Addressing the Problem

 First, we must have a clear understanding 

about why these problems are different 

from one another.

 Next, we need to practice using these 

problems so that we understand how 

students may react to them.

 Last, we need a source that can provide 

us with a variety of free problems.







Complicated 

or Complex?



Source: Unknown



Source: Tracy Watanabe - @tracywatanabe



Source: Penny Lund

http://isntitelementary.blogspot.com/



DOK Level Differences

 Level 1: Recall & Reproduction

 Often a trivial application of 

facts.

 Generally requires little to 

no cognitive effort beyond 

remembering the right 

formula.

 Usually only one answer.

 Level 2: Skills & Concepts

 Usually requires more than 

one step to solve.

 Often multiple answers.

 Level 3: Strategic Thinking

 Usually requires critical 

thinking about the best way 

to approach a problem.

 May be multiple answers or 

a single optimal answer.

 Often challenging enough 

to make your head hurt.

 Level 4: Extended Thinking

 In mathematics these are 

generally represented by 

performance tasks or 

problem-based lessons.



+

Use the numbers 1 

through 9, exactly 

one time each, to 

fill in the boxes 

and make three 

decimals whose 

sum is as close to 1 

as possible.

0.
0.
0.







• When will students ever use 
this?

• What DOK level should I start 
students off with?

• How do teachers fit these 
problems into their pacing?

• How do I help prevent students 
from giving up after trying the 
problem once or twice?

• Where can I find other DOK 2 
and DOK 3 problems or submit 
ones I’ve made?

DOK

FAQ
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• Problem-based lesson search engine: 

http://robertkaplinsky.com/prbl-search-engine/

• My lessons: http://www.robertkaplinsky.com/lessons

• Dan Meyer: http://threeacts.mrmeyer.com

• Andrew Stadel: http://tinyurl.com/mrstadel

• Graham Fletcher: http://gfletchy.com/3-act-lessons/

• Geoff Krall: http://tinyurl.com/PrBLmaps

• Dan Meyer’s TED talk: http://tinyurl.com/meyer-TED

http://robertkaplinsky.com/prbl-search-engine/
http://www.robertkaplinsky.com/lessons
http://threeacts.mrmeyer.com/
http://tinyurl.com/mrstadel
http://gfletchy.com/3-act-lessons/
http://tinyurl.com/PrBLmaps
http://tinyurl.com/meyer-TED
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Source: Andrew Stadel via www.estimation180.com



Source: Andrew Stadel via www.estimation180.com



Source: Andrew Stadel via www.estimation180.com



Source: Andrew Stadel via www.estimation180.com



Source: Andrew Stadel via www.estimation180.com



Source: Andrew Stadel via www.estimation180.com



PERFORMANCE 

TASK





• How will problem-based lessons like 

these prepare students for a 

performance task like the Cereal 

Box?

• What skills might students still be 

lacking to be successful with a 

problem like this?



• Use the problem to introduce a new concept

•Best Case:

• Great context for beginning a unit

•Worst Case:

• What was the purpose of this problem?

• Why didn’t you finish it?

• Why didn’t you let students struggle through it?

• Did the teacher end the problem because he or she 

was confused and gave up?



• Productive struggle

•Best Case:

• Students worked hard and made connections.

•Worst Case:

• Why did the teacher let the students sit there 

confused instead of telling them what to do?

• Did the students even learn anything because they 

never figured out the answer?

• Why didn’t the teacher finish the problem?  Did she 

lose track of time?



• Problem completion

•Best Case:

• Everyone experienced a complete problem.

•Worst Case:

• Who really did the work today: the students or the 
teacher?

• Why did the teacher not see all those great 
opportunities for students to make their own 
connections and take advantage of them?

• Why did the teacher give such obvious hints and tell 
them what to do?



FIVE 

PRACTICES



• “Giving students too much or too little support, or too 

much direction, can result in a decline in the cognitive 

demands of the task.” (p. 550)  Why?

• “By making purposeful choices about the order in 

which students’ work is shared, teachers can maximize 

the chances that their mathematical goals for the 

discussion will be achieved.” (p. 554)  What ways do 

teachers currently select students?  How would you 

suggest they change their selection process after 

reading this?

• What challenges might teachers have when trying to 

“connect” student solutions? (p. 554) 



1. Pick a selection strategy you anticipate using before 

looking at the student work.

2. Next, review the student work to simulate the reality 

that you won’t know what students will actually do.

3. Figure out which students you would have share their 

mathematical work.

4. Determine the order you would have those students 

present their work.

5. Decide on which connections you would emphasize 

between the students’ work and mathematical ideas.



• At the top of the poster, list the selection strategy used by 

your group.  For example:

• Starting with the most commonly used strategy and moving to one that few 

students used.

• Starting with a strategy that is more concrete and moving to strategies that 

are more abstract.

• Incorporating wrong answers to address common misconceptions (“Who 

made the best mistake?”)

• Attach those students’ work to the poster in the order that 

you would present it.

• Next to the student work list the questions you would ask the 

student(s) or ideas that you would want to come out as a 

result of showing that student’s work.



happy parents with their baby



• Show a series of things people used to do but can’t at this moment.

• Maybe going to a nice dinner

• Going to a bar.

• Going to the movies

• Watching football all day on the couch.

• Then put an animated RED cross out circle falling on it.





• Show some sort of parent and child that looks more sane



• Change

• Transition

• Ending



• Change

• Transition

• Ending

• Neutral Zone



• Change

• Transition

• Ending

• Neutral Zone

• New Beginning



What does this 

mean for math 

education?



• Change

• Transition

• Ending



• People may not stop doing 

anything. They may try to do all the 

old things and the new things. Soon 

they burn out with the overload.

• People make their own decisions about 

what to discard and what to keep, and 

the result is inconsistency and chaos.

• People toss out everything that was 

done in the past.



• Change

• Transition

• Ending

• Neutral Zone



• Change

• Transition

• Ending

• Neutral Zone

• New Beginning
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• Receive the latest 

news, blog posts, and 

lessons by email.

• To get them:

•Scan this QR code or

•Go to 

tinyurl.com/RKupdates













• The lesson flopped.  What went wrong?

• You have sixty seconds to write down all the 

reasons the lesson did not go well.

• Create a combined list with your neighbors.

• Then discuss “less helpful” and “more helpful” 

ways you could address them if they do 

happen.



• What do you do when students ask for data/information 

you don't have, hadn't considered, or forgot to get?



• What do you do when students ask for data/information 

you don't have, hadn't considered, or forgot to get?

• What do you do when students ask for information that is 

probably not important or that they don't actually need?









Does a 

hybrid car 

pay for 

itself?









• What do you do when students ask for data/information 

you don't have, hadn't considered, or forgot to get?

• What do you do when students ask for information that is 

probably not important or that they don't actually need?

• What do you do when students don't know what to write 

for what they know and don't know?

• What do you do when you ask for a guess and they don’t 

know?



• What do you do when students ask for data/information 

you don't have, hadn't considered, or forgot to get?

• What do you do when students ask for information that is 

probably not important or that they don't actually need?

• What do you do when students don't know what to write 

for what they know and don't know?

• What do you do when you ask for a guess and they don’t 

know?

• What do you do when they don't ask you for information 

that they need to solve the problem?





• What do you do when students don’t use the strategy you 

anticipated they would use?









• What do you do when students don’t use the strategy you 

anticipated they would use?

• What do you do when a student comes up with a strategy for 

solving the problem that you do not understand?











• What do you do when students don’t use the strategy you 

anticipated they would use?

• What do you do when a student comes up with a strategy for 

solving the problem that you do not understand?

• What do you do when the answer we calculate does not match 

with the actual answer?



• What do you do when students don’t use the strategy you 

anticipated they would use?

• What do you do when a student comes up with a strategy for 

solving the problem that you do not understand?

• What do you do when the answer we calculate does not match 

with the actual answer?

• What do you do when students get stuck during the problem 

solving process and are not sure what to do?



• What do you do when students don’t use the strategy you 

anticipated they would use?

• What do you do when a student comes up with a strategy for 

solving the problem that you do not understand?

• What do you do when the answer we calculate does not match 

with the actual answer?

• What do you do when students get stuck during the problem 

solving process and are not sure what to do?

• What do you do when you ask students questions and few to no 

people are ready to respond?



• What do you do when students don’t use the strategy you 

anticipated they would use?

• What do you do when a student comes up with a strategy for 

solving the problem that you do not understand?

• What do you do when the answer we calculate does not match 

with the actual answer?

• What do you do when students get stuck during the problem 

solving process and are not sure what to do?

• What do you do when you ask students questions and few to no 

people are ready to respond?

• What do you do when the student conclusions are low quality 

and/or effort?
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• Pick two:

Cheap

High 
Quality

Fast



• Pick two:

Sanity

Clean 
House

Kids or 
Pets



• Pick two:

Minimal 
Effort

Predictability
Student-
Centered 
Learning



Call to Action
 Implement one problem-based 

lesson in your classroom in the next 

two weeks of school.

 Implement one DOK 2 or DOK 3 

problem in your classroom in the 

next two weeks of school.




